The PSF for astronomical telescopes and instruments depends not only on geometric wavefront aberrations, but also on those polarization aberrations from the polarization properties of reflecting and transmitting surfaces. The image plane irradiance distribution is the linear superposition of four PSF images: one for each of the two orthogonal polarizations and one for each of two cross-coupled polarization terms.
INTRODUCTION
The following is the reformatted conference poster presentation.
Exoplanet coronagraphs have the most demanding specifications on image quality. Next generation coronagraphs seek to image planets < 10 -10 of a star brightness within a few λ/d. The PSF for astronomical telescopes and instruments depends not only on geometric wavefront aberrations, but also on those polarization aberrations from the polarization properties of reflecting and transmitting surfaces. The image plane irradiance distribution is the linear superposition of four PSF images: one for each of the two orthogonal polarizations and one for each of two cross-coupled polarization terms. Coating polarization effects can interfere with coronagraph contrast if not controlled. 
MIRROR COATINGS, TYPICAL BEHAVIORS
Pauli matrices,
Figure 2. Second order polarization aberration expansion terms.
ABERRATION EXPRESSION FOR THE JONES PUPIL
The Jones pupil expresses the wavefront and polarization aberration as a Jones matrix function. Ideal Jones pupil is the identity matrix.
.
Example coronagraph Jones pupil determined from polarization ray tracing.
A,rx ) into the orthogonal polarization where these components cause highly distorted secondary, or "ghost" PSF images. The amplitude changing sign across the x and y-axes causes the phase discontinuities in ϕ XY and ϕ YX .
CATALOG OF SECOND ORDER POLARIZATION ABERRATIONS
Diattenuation aberrations -polarization dependent transmission aberrations from s and p-reflection differences.
Retardance aberrations -polarization dependent wavefront aberrations from s and p-phase differences. 
